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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

DIRECTIONS:

Note:  Lay newspaper on work surface to protect from paint. Allow paint to dry thoroughly between each step.

1.  Tape off stripes on the canvas cloth working down the canvas taping from one side of the long edge to the other. 
Make sure the stripes are irregular and vary in width.

2.  Paint the taped off stripes solid, alternating stripes with one painted and leaving a white stripe between each painted 
stripe. Note: To get full coverage it may require several coats of paint, make sure to let the base coated stripes dry 
thoroughly before continuing.

3.  Use the stamps, stencils and various objects such as wood shapes, cake decorating stamps, papercrafting die cuts 
and repurposed items to add interest to the stripes. Paint with contrasting colors to add a pop of color or use tone-on-
tone colors. Mix & match and leave some of the stripes solid to add interest.

4.  Once all the paint is completely dry, flip the canvas over so the painted side is face down.

5.  Fold over the edges 1" and secure them down with hot glue to give the rug a finished edge.

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: Over 5 hrs

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project.  
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• Yardstick or tape measure
•  Blue painter’s tape or masking tape
• Hot glue gun & glue sticks
•  7-ft x 54" all-purpose canvas cloth 
• 2" sponge brush
•  Stencils, stamps, various objects & repurposed shapes
• Newspaper

•  Martha Stewart Crafts™ acrylic paint:
          Yellow Jonquil satin 
          Navy Wild Blueberry satin 
          Summer Linen satin 
          Adobo satin 
          Gray Wolf high gloss 
          Lt. Blue Jet Stream pearl 
          Med. Blue Aquarium pearl 
          Lt. Green Mint Chip pearl 
          Lt. Purple Eclipse pearl 
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